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SCAMPS 2020 Club Meeting Schedule
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Day
1
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
11
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

bcrowe42@gmail.com
hcover3646@hotmail.com
lancepr@mac.com
scampsedit@yahoo.com
PCGuiso@socal.rr.com

Host

Volunteers are responsibile to coordinate with other club
members if they cannot fulfill their assigned commitment

None planned
Hal Cover
Bernie Crowe
Open
Open
Open
Clint Brooks
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

Mo
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

Day
5
12
19
29

Responsibility
Paul De Pue
Eugene Drake
Gary Barton
Jack Guiso

The February 1st SCAMPS Club meeting will be held at the home of Hal and Jane Cover starting at
noon; a luncheon will be served and the ladies are invited. The address is 3077 Riverside Terrace in
Chino. Hal’s phone number is (909) 591-3717 if you need more information on location. A map is
provided on the next page.
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President’s Corner-February 2020

by Bernie Crowe

•

I am sad to report that long-time SCAMPS member
Gary Sherman passed away on January 6 after a long
struggle with the aftermath of a stroke he suffered in
March 2016. On that day, Gary was happily flying with
us at the field in Perris, but never made it home. He had
a stroke when he reached his daughter’s house on the
way home, and was found on her driveway sometime
later. He spent the last few years in a care facility. He
is survived by his wife Kay, and children Kevin, Donnie
and Debbie. Kevin was of course SCAMPS secretary
and virtual leader for many years. In recognition of the
contributions made by Gary to the Club, SCAMPS has
made a donation of $250 to the American Diabetes Association in Gary’s name, and we send our
condolences to the Sherman family.

•

You have probably noticed quite a bit of water in the “creek” (catch basin, flood control channel)
lately. While it’s not uncommon to see standing water in the catch basin after a heavy rain, it appears
that the flood control authorities are now releasing water from upstream, possibly Lake Perris. It’s
likely we will see the catch basin flooded for quite a while, so exercise caution on the slippery banks
when trying to retrieve your water-loving models.

•

Contestus Interruptus: We’ve had our Club contests postponed or even abandoned for several
reasons over the years, usually weather, once road resurfacing, but sometimes field conflicts. Our
January contest became the latest casualty when we were pre-empted by a TV commercial shoot!
Now this is a new one! More details below.
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Contestus Interruptus

by Bernie Crowe

When the early birds arrived at the field for our Club contest Jan 15, the field had been taken over by
what looked like a hot air balloon club. There was a truck at the entrance to the dirt road guiding
people in and a sign showing the way to the “Balloon Ride”. There were cones carefully placed to
guide incoming traffic around the puddles and mud traps on the road. The field was lined by at least
twenty cars, and on the field several large trucks were scattered around. The field was shrouded in
fog, and a hot air balloon sat in the middle of the field, exactly where we usually launch. Not much
room for us to park, let alone fly.
Phil Ronney, himself a one-time TV photographer, went over and introduced himself to some of the
crew, and quickly ascertained that this was a shoot for a TV commercial. No-one would say what the
product was, only that the commercial had been shot in Palm Springs at Frank Sinatra’s house, and
that this shoot was to get a single shot of the hot air balloon aloft, to be spliced into the full
commercial. The scale of the thing was staggering! There must have been a hundred people
involved, complete with support trucks and the obligatory food preparation vehicle. A luxurious
mini-bus stood near where the shooting was taking place, presumably for the director and principle
actors. Word was that they had hired the balloon and its operator for the day. They had been there
since five o’clock and would stay as long as it took to get the shot.
Eventually the fog started to lift, and the balloon lifted off to a height of maybe fifteen feet, tethered
securely to two large vehicles, and just hovered there. The presence of the balloon meant that we, per
FAA regulations, could not fly our planes anywhere on the field. Not to mention the fact that having
a toy airplane suddenly appear in the camera lens and screw up the shot would almost certainly have
been looked upon askance by the commercial-shooting folks. So, we stood around and watched. Phil
and Ray Peel managed to get themselves coffee from the food truck, and eventually it was time for
donuts. As you know, NOTHING comes between a SCAMP and his or her donuts! At this juncture
the commercial team started pointing in our direction, and for a minute I thought they may invite
themselves over for a donut or two! Not so. Instead a gentleman with a tray who had been serving
all the cameramen came over to us and offered us a choice of various fresh-squeezed juices, mango,
lime, carrot juice, and others. And they were excellent. When on location, these folks want for
nothing!
All at once there was a surge of activity, and it seemed that shooting was about to begin. The balloon
hovered at its prescribed height, and a person in the basket began to perform a repeated series of
actions while the cameras rolled. The actor (presumably) seemed to hold up a telescope and scan the
horizon, then, seeming to spot someone on the ground, gave a wave. This same sequence was
repeated over and over again while the balloon maintained a stable altitude, the burners roaring at
intervals to keep it aloft. We couldn’t figure out how this person was controlling the balloon altitude
with both hands occupied, and guessed there must be someone else pulling the lanyard. Sure enough,
when the balloon eventually alit, up popped an accomplice who had been hiding at the bottom of the
basket!
The filmed sequence lasted no more than eight seconds. All this for just the one shot to complete the
commercial! No wonder the stuff we buy costs so much!
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Some of the support equipment on site

Misty morning hop at Perris balloon filming event

Film crew supplied juice for waiting SCAMPS

Camera truck
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SCAMPS NEWS

by Clint Brooks

Things are already moving fast in 2020. I just returned from the
2020 Southwest Regionals which has made the newsletter run a
tad late. This contest has a 70 year history and will continue
again next year. I have not attended in four or five years, and the
number of participants was considerably less than the last time I
flew in it. Even at that, the Webster West field site was well
occupied with the AMA/FAI flight line in the middle of the area
on the east side, and the SAM group occupying the southern
edge. The only downside was the free flight models drifting into
the SAM line when the wind came from the west or northwest
direction, which was a good portion of the time. A few vehicles
were struck by free flight models but no apparent serious damage
occurred.
My main focus was the electric events, and I managed to fly in
the E-36 and F-1S events on Saturday and Sunday respectively. I also tried to get P-30 in, and flew
Large O/T Rubber Cabin and put the Sky Chief up on Sunday for Jimmie Allen. E-36 turned out to
be quite a slog as the wind picked up from the northwest around noon, making it difficult to pick air
and resulted in long downwind retrievals. The Morris brothers and Bob Donnelly were already
packing in multiple maxes and had finally dropped at 11 maxes by this point, so the bar was set if you
wanted to reach the top. With 5 maxes in the bag, I kept at it, slowly chipping away until on the 8 th
flight I lost track of the model after the D/T, not clearly seeing the landing area. Not too concerned, I
went looking in the flat and unobscured downwind field the models were falling into, and rode up to
what I thought was mine, only to discover Chuck Powell’s Lamb Climber sitting there instead.
Baffled, I rode around on the field and could not see anything like a Joulebox sitting out in the open.
Now concerned, I figured I had been watching Chuck’s model D/T, and not mine. The only other
place I thought to look was a field to the east over a ravine area between the fields that was thick with
brush and trees. So I carefully searched the ravine, and finally went to the other side which still had a
lot of brush on it compared to the previous field, and could find no sign of it. Feeling defeated, I
headed back to the flight line to get my truck and go start the search again.
As I was heading back, Jack Murphy was coming downwind to retrieve his E-36 model, and inquired
of my plight. As both of us were in the same thermal on the previous flight, he thought, as I did, that
both models had landed more or less adjacent. I told him about finding Chucks model instead of
mine, and he seemed to think he could find mine. I told him not to worry about it, as he was still
flying in the competition. Being a true model bloodhound, he returned to his camp and proceeded
back after I had started to search again using my truck. I had been snooping around the adjacent field
area for about 10 minutes when I heard a motorcycle sound somewhere behind me, and looking right
there was Jack with my Joulebox tucked under his arm, trying to get my attention. What a reliefmainly to see the model again, and sincerely thankful for Jack to have taken time out of his contest to
help me. I was resigned to ending my attempts in favor of finding the model, and now I still had time
left to try and catch the leader. I really had to hustle, the air picking luck held and my score card
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caught up and surpassed the leader. Exhausted from all the intense pedaling on my bike, I was glad
to finally sit down and wait for the contest to end, about 8 minutes to spare. No way that could have
happened without the true sporting ettiquete shown by Jack. I only hope I can return the favor some
day; Fab Feb is coming up and there will be more electric events to resume the contest we have going
in both E-36 and F-1S.
Speaking of contests, the January Club contest was rescheduled to 1/29, so no report in this
newsletter. Some interesting new models are being pulled out of cars for preliminary flight tests-it
should be a good season for us.
The Ike/Kiwi Cup event is coming up in early February-check the event schedule at the end of the
newsletter. There are free flight suppliers coming to the field, among them is Bernard Guest and his
line of products sold under the Hummingbird Model Products brand. Here is an announcement about
his Lost Hills plan as sent to Lance earlier:
Hi Lance,
I am going to be flying at the Fab Feb FAI events and will be bringing some product with me that is of interest
to AMA and SAM FF guys (mainly balsa strippers, band burner timers, small battery chargers, and electric ff
timers). Last year I got some feedback from the AMA guys flying in the Ike Winter Classic events that they
would be interested to know ahead of time If I plan to bring products to the contest that would be relevant to
their interests. So, this is me reaching out to a California club to let you all know that I will be at the contest and
folks who would like to test a band burner timer and/or buy a balsa stripper should drop by. I will be in one of
the RVs on RV row (with Tony Matthews and Ladi Horak). If folks want to see the product line, they can use
the website link below.
If you could forward this out to your preregistered participants and the So-Cal clubs I would appreciate it.
thanks in advance
Bernard
Hummingbirdmodelproducts.com

Bernard Guest
President/factoryworker/janitor
Hummingbird Model Products
Bernard Guest

Bernard did some top-quality laser cutting on the Ramrod 280 kit for me, and I purchased a
Chambermaid rubber powered scale model from him. He is a top-notch design engineer and
fabricator-give him a look on his website and visit him at Lost Hills if you are going in February.
Yes, the Chambermaid is in my to-do list along with the Fairey Barracuda I bought some time ago. I
do aim to get back into the FAC world eventually, and Bernard’s model looks like it will be a winner.
Finally, here is the obituary for Gary Sherman, our dear friend and flying companion. The SCAMPS
offer sincere condolences for the family. Gary had a happy life and we know he loved everyone. We
will miss him.
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Gary LuVern Sherman
August 8, 1938 – January 6, 2020
Gary LuVern Sherman, 81, of Corona, CA passed away January 6, 2020. He was born August 8,
1938 in Lancaster, CA. Preceded in death by his mother, Noweta Nelson. Survived by his wife,
Jacqueline Kay with whom he celebrated 60 years of marriage. They have three loving children:
Debbie (Mike) Fulkerson, Donny (LuAnne) Sherman, and Kevin Sherman. They also have two
grandchildren: Allison and Tommy Sherman. He also has two sisters Sheila McAnally and Judy
Carr and a step-brother, James Nelson, as well as numerous nieces and nephews.
Gary attended Lincoln Elementary School, Corona Junior High School and graduated from
Corona Senior High School in 1957. He was a resident of Corona for 71 years.
He became an apprentice electrician in 1962 and continued in the electrical construction trade
as a member of IBEW Local #440 until his retirement in 2001. Gary worked in many places such
as Pennsylvania, Alaska, Argentina, and other states as well as locally.
Gary enjoyed working on vintage cars, and building model airplanes. He began building and
flying model airplanes as a child and continued his whole life. He was an excellent and
meticulous builder and enjoyed seeing his creations perform. He received many awards and
accolades in his later years of the hobby. His lifelong ambition of modeling success was realized
when he competed and won Society of Antique Modeler’s Free Flight Power Grand
Championship in 2009.
Gary liked being with his friends and family. His sense of humor and wit were legendary among
those who knew him. He also enjoyed sharing his knowledge with others and realizing their
success.
In lieu of flowers, please consider American Heart Association or the American Diabetes
Foundation
Gary requested that there be no Memorial service.
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2020 Free Flight Contest Schedules -Perris/Taibi Site Unless Otherwise Noted
SCAMPS Monthly Club & Sanctioned Contest Schedule 2020 V 1.0
Mo

Day

Jan
Feb
Mar
Mar
Apr
Apr
May
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Oct
Nov
Dec

29
12
8
18
15
18-19
10
13
17
15
12
16
14
TBD
18
16

Mo
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
May
June
July
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

Mo
Apr
Jul
Nov

Mo
Mar
Jun
Oct

Day
12
16
22
19
16-17
24
14

20
18
29
13

Day
TBD
TBD
TBD

Rubber
P30

OT Small Rubber (comb)
SCAMPS 13th Annual Taibi Contest-Perris
OT Large Rubber + Bungee-launch glider
P30 + Small Open Rubber (Andrade)
SCAMPS/SCIF Texaco-Lost Hills

Power

Electric

CD

AMA Gas & E Combined
Nostalgia Gas & E combined

F1S (E-36)

E Nostalgia

Golden Age Small & Large
Perris Special, OTSG Sm/Lg

AMA Electric
F1S + E20

AMA Gas & E Combined
Golden Age Small & Large
Perris Special, OTSG Sm/Lg
AMA Gas & E Combined
Golden Age Small & Large
Perris Special, OTSG Sm/Lg

E Nostalgia
AMA Electric
F1S + E20

B. Crowe
R. Peel
C. Brooks
B. Crowe
C. Brooks
D. Heinrich
H. Cover
J. Jones
L. Powers
C.Brooks
G. Drake
R. Thomas
P. Guiso
??
C. Brooks
B. Crowe

Lotto/Twin Pusher-Perris
Nos Rubber/Nos Wakefield

Gollywock Mass Launch + OT Small Rubber (comb)
Coupe (F1G) + Bungee-launch glider
OT Large Rubber (comb)
P30 + Moffett
OT Small Rubber + Bungee-launch glider

E Nostalgia
AMA Electric
F1S + E-20

SCAMPS/San Valeers Annual??

P-30 + Small Open Rubber (Andrade)
OT Large Rubber (comb)

AMA Gas & E Combined
Nostalgia Gas & E Combined

E Nostalgia

AMA Electric

San Diego Orbiteers Monthly Club & Sanctioned Contest Schedule 2020
Rubber
Power
HLG/CLG
P-30
(1/26 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
Coupe
(2/23 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
OT/Nostalgia rubber (3/29 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
P-30 Memorial (4/26 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
SDO/FGMC FF Bonanza-Lost Hills
Coupe
(5/31 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
OT/Nostalgia rubber (6/28 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
No Contest Planned
No Contest Planned
P-30
(9/20 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
Coupe
(10/25 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
OT/Nostalgia rubber (6/28 rain date)
Any-Gas or Electric
Any
Make up for cancelled events
Any-Gas or Electric
Any

OASIS Squadron FAC-20 Outdoor Schedule 2020
Events
Location
BLUR race,Jim.Allen (ROG),1/2 Wakefield H/L
Perris
Sky Chief M/L,OT Rubber Fus (ROG),WW2
Perris
Combat Mass Launch
FAC Rub. Scale, Modern Military (total of 3
Perris
flts),Greve/Thompson Race combined

San Diego Scale Staffel Outdoor Schedule 2020
Day
14-15 Flying Aces Club
Perris
6-7 Flying Aces Club
Perris
3-4 Flying Aces Club
Perris
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CD
Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny
Don Bartick
Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny

Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny

CD
Roger Willis
Roger Willis
Roger Willis

CD
J. Hutchison
J. Hutchison
J. Hutchison

N

Note to guests interested in observing or flying free flight models at Perris:
The usual time to catch us in the act is in the morning. Most Saturday mornings are when people
come out to test fly or tune up their models and skills, and just have a good time. You can observe
the Southern California Aero Team (SCAT) FAI rubber and glider flyers along with with others
flying a range of model types-mostly endurance rubber powered and electric or gas powered. Scale
free flight models are flown when the Scale Staffel has their FAC contests also noted above. These
are typically conducted over two day periods to get in all the event categories normally flown. Flying
usually starts 7-ish and ends late morning depending on winds. There is a larger group that flies on
Wednesday as well if you would rather make a mid-week trip. Come join us-see the map above for
an idea on directions-it’s on the east side of the 215 freeway, off San Jacinto Ave.-there is a dirt road
entrance on the right.
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SCAMPS 16th Annual Taibi Contest
Sunday, March 8, 2020 – Perris, CA
***This will be an AMA Sanctioned Contest***

***Flying Starts at 8:00 AM and contest closes at 1:30 PM!***

EVENTS:
#*All Taibi (Any Taibi design flown to its era’s modified rules below)
*Perris Special (15 Second engine run – Mark II version is legal)
*ABC Old Timer (Fuselage & Pylon combined 20 second engine run)
*Small O.T. Rubber - Combined - (Stick & Fuselage)
*Large O.T. Rubber - Combined - (Stick & Fuselage)
*ABC Nostalgia (10 Second Hand Launch, 13 Second VTO or ROG, then 7&9 seconds)
* ½ A Nostalgia (10 Second Hand Launch, 13 Second VTO or ROG, then 7&9 seconds)
Nostalgia Electric(10 Second Hand Launch, 13 Second VTO or ROG, then 7&9 seconds)
E-36 – First 3 flights 10 sec motor run then 10 and 5 in fly-off. All 2 minute maxes
*3 minute Max
*All Old Timer Flights will be HAND LAUNCHED, no ROG
*Nostalgia, HAND LAUNCH or VTO, no ROG
*SAM rules for standard SAM events
*Entry fee is $5 per event
*Certificate Awards & cash prizes.

# Modern AMA models like Starduster, Perris Special, Orbiteer will fly to current Cat II . rules, 9 second HL, then 7 in
fly-off; Nostalgia legal designs will fly to currently used SCAMPS Nostalgia rules, 10 seconds HL, 13 VTO, then 7 HL,
9 VTO in fly-off. Old Timer designs will get a 20 second HL, then 15 in Fly-off. All 3 minute max.

CD Clint Brooks
12 (562) 349-2672

SAN VALEERS 71st ANNUAL & 38th ANNUAL 7 ROUNDER
APRIL 18th & 19th, 2020 - LOST HILLS, CA.
A NFFS NATIONAL CUP, AMERICAS CUP & AMA AA SANCTIONED CONTEST
(SCAMPS/SCIFS contest same weekend with SCAMP CD Dan Heinrich aeronutd@cs.com)

AMA CAT II & NOSTALGIA CAT II** (WEATHER PERMITTING)
SATURDAY 8 TO 5

SUNDAY 8 TO 3

1/2A GAS
B GAS
C GAS
1/2A Nostalgia**
E-36

A GAS
D GAS
ABC Nostalgia**

BOTH DAYS

P-30, HL & Catapult Glider
1/2A Golden Age
Nostalgia Rubber
(all flights same day for each entry)

F1A NORDIC - FIB WAKEFIELD - F1C/F1P POWER- F1Q SATURDAY 8 AM TO 3 PM (7 rounds)
1st Round at 8am, F1A, B, C, P, Q 240 secs. All other rounds 180 secs. Flyoff begins at 4:00pm
F1G – F1H – F1S SUNDAY 8 AM TO 11:45 Tie breaker flyoff to the ground 7:30 to 8:00 am. Standard (5
rounds 45 minutes long starting at 8:00 am, 120 sec maxes) 2 FO flights starting at 1:00 pm. If tied
after 5 flights and 2 FO flights than tie breaker flight determines winner.
VINTAGE FAI
SATURDAY 8:00 am-1:00pm (5 1hr rounds) All flights 180 secs flyoff at 2:00pm
HUNTER MEMORIAL SUNDAY MORNING(weather permitting)-Sponsored by Mike Thompson

RULES: Any gas free flight airplane. 15 second VTO, 12 second H.L. Highest single flight
time (no max) Starts Sunday at sunrise with 1 hr window (start time announced). Entry fee
($1.00 per flight)
**NOSTALGIA per latest rulebook except motor runs which shall be 10 sec HL, 13 sec VTO
for 1st 3 flights, 7 & 9 secs on all flyoff flights. Classes scored separately for National cup
but awards given for 1/2A Nostalgia and ABC Nostalgia combined.
1/2A GOLDEN AGE 1/2 A Models from 1957 to 1969 Engines:TD OR HH .049/.051, motor
runs same as Nostalgia
MERCHANDISE AWARDS (engines, kits, fuel, wood, $$$, etc)
***K & B 4.9 Schnuerle" donated by Lee Hunt (1 ticket for each event entered, or $3 ea, or $5 for
2, or $10 for 5)***
AMA/NOST CD: Norm Furutani norginf@gmail.com FAI CD: Mike Thompson (805) 404-6173

AMA & Nostalgia: 1ST event: $10.00, Additional events: $5.00 per event or $35 unlimited
entry, JRS FREE, FAI events: 1st event $20 and additional events $10.
"JUST BRING YOUR MODELS AND SLEEPING BAG AND HAVE FUN"
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SCAMPS & SCIFS Texaco
April 18 & 19 2020 – Lost Hills, CA - A.M.A. Sanctioned Contest
---Run in Conjunction with the San Valeers Club Annual--**** Any Event can be flown on either day, do not have to finish same day! ****

Saturday
7:30 AM to 4:00 PM
½ A Texaco

Sunday
7:30 AM to 3:00 PM
Dawn Patrol Texaco

(8cc fuel, best one of three official flights, 7:30 AM to
10:30 AM any glow IC engine .051 or smaller)

(7:30 AM to 10:30 AM, best of 2 official flights ¼
ounce of fuel per pound of model)

Gas Scale
O.T. Small Rubber (combined)

30-second Antique
O.T. Large Rubber (combined)

(3-minute max)

(5-minute max)

.020 Replica

*A/B Fuselage
*C Pylon
Vintage Wakefield

(Engine run is 12 sec. HL, 15 sec. ROG, 3 minute max)

*A/B Pylon
*C Fuselage
4 oz. Wakefield
**A/B Nostalgia
**C Nostalgia
***Old Time HL/CL Glider
Electric Nostalgia

(1938-1950, 8-ounce weight rule)

Pee Wee Antique
(2.2cc fuel, best of three official flights, any .024 or
smaller IC engine)

**1/4A Nostalgia
Twin Pusher Mass Launch (8:30 AM)

***OT HL/CL Glider can be launched overhand, discuss or catapult. No modifications can be made the plan form
other than a hook added for catapult launch. Modifications for DT okay as long as plan form is adhered to. No
Scaling. For Catapult launch, a 9” loop of ¼” rubber may be used on a 6” stick (two 9” loops of 1/8” rubber may
be used). Up to 9 launches for 3 two minute maxes. If you have 3 maxes, fly till you drop a flight.
**All Nostalgia Events, (10 Second Hand Launch, 13 Second VTO or ROG, then 7&9 seconds), 3 minute Max
*SAM Power events to be flown using SAM Rules. 20 Second engine run hand-launch, 25 seconds R.O.G. 5 Minute
maxes (weather permitting). Rubber ties will be broken by increasing Max times (weather permitting) $10 entry
(includes first event), $5 each additional event. Merchandise awards 1st, 2nd, & 3rd all events.

CD - SCAMPS, Dan Heinrich (909) 593-5789 AeronutD@CS.com
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